
 

 

 

 

HSDP Learning Units 

Welcome to the HSD Professional Certification course. We are pleased you decided to join this network of over 650 

individuals around the world who use HSD to remain in action in their lives. This document outlines the 

expectations that inform your arc of learning, beginning with the Patterns and Possibilities event (January 25-27, 

2017), and culminating in the final Cohort 45 call (June 21, 2017). The learning materials are divided into four 

types of units of exploration and learning:  

► Preparation (1 unit) provides initial, basic information about being a learner in the HSDP Certification course. 

► Foundations (1 unit) offers reading materials and resources for preparing for and expanding the foundation 

of learning in the Patterns and Possibilities course.  

► Adaptive Action Experiments (1 unit) provides the description and forms needed to report on your 

applications of HSD into your own stickiest issues. These are your Adaptive Action Experiments, and you are 

expected to complete 4 cycles, working on issues related to your sticky issue.  

► Topical Units (5 units) offer deep insights and applications of HSD in particular issues. The framework for 

learning those deeper concepts is the list of issues we find most challenging in complex systems: 

 Lead in Complexity 

 Build Adaptive Capacity 

 Plan in Uncertainty 

 Manage Complex Change 

 Collaborate to Create Community 
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The tables on the following pages outline each unit. Those tables and descriptions are designed according to the 

following assumptions:  

► The HSD Foundations are covered in both the Patterns and Possibilities as well as in the Foundations Unit, so 

applications and concepts in the topical units are designed with those understandings already assumed. 

► Overlaps of foundational concepts will occur from one issue to the next, but the materials and resources that 

are posted will be focused on the specific issue of the unit.  

► All the issues are essentially interdependent and inform the skill, insights, and understanding required to 

deal with all the others. 

► The course is 20 weeks long, and with 5 topical units, each unit should take approximately 3-4 weeks. In 

that time, Learners will generally study all the unit’s resources; participate in 1 LVW, 1 LVW Discussion, 

and/or 1 Cohort Discussion; make progress on the Adaptive Action Experiment; and post questions, 

observations, and responses on the REAL site. Each topical unit consists of:  

 2 Models and Methods 

 2 Guides 

 3 Live Virtual Workshops 

 5 Blogs 

 1 Video 

 2 Articles 

As you work on these topical units, you will be working, along the way, to complete the Foundations Unit 

and your Adaptive Action experiments. The estimate of the time needed to complete the work is 

approximately 3 hours per week. Considered along with the three days of the Patterns and Possibilities, that 

translates to approximately 80 hours of engagement, the target for required amount of time for certification 

in any of the HSDP courses. 

► For each topical unit, Learners will respond to the following questions on the REAL site: 

 How will you use what you have learned in this Unit to shift patterns in your personal life, your work life, 

and/or your community life? 

 As you consider what you have learned here, what applications might you see that will support your 

current Adaptive Action Experiment?  

 As others post their responses, what can you learn from their insights? What questions do you have for 

them?  
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Preparation 

Unit 
Concepts Resources 

These are 

operations 

policies and 

documents that 

will help you 

prepare to step 

into the online 

learning ecology 

of the HSD 

Institute 

Certification 

course. Welcome 

and let us know if 

you need support. 

Our intention is to make this a powerful learning experience for you. To 

judge our effectiveness toward this outcome, we ask you to respond to 

two surveys—one now and one after you complete. Follow the link to 

the first survey prior to attending the Patterns and Possibilities course.  

Pre-Session Survey 

In your materials at the Patterns and Possibilities event, you will receive 

a paper copy of this Guide. It is designed to inform your learning 

experience throughout the course.  

Praxis Guide 

The HSD Institute has an open policy regarding intellectual property. 

Please review this policy. Let us know if you have questions. 

Intellectual Property 

Policy 

In this course, you are asked to share stories, insights, and ideas online. 

You must be confident that what you share will be respected as your 

unique contribution. Please read this confidentiality agreement and let 

us know at info@hsdinstitute.org if you are unable to make this 

commitment.   

Confidentiality 

Agreement 

Our online learning ecology requires you to engage with other learners 

in real-time sessions on Cohort calls, Learning Group calls, and Live 

Virtual Workshops; and in asynchronous sessions of written response 

and sharing on the REAL site. This document uses the HSD Simple Rules 

to outline expectations for these engagements. 

Simple Rules and 

Online Engagement 

This course lasts 20 weeks, starting with the Patterns and Possibilities 

session January 25-27, 2017, and completing on June 21, 2017. This 

document is designed to provide a sense of the journey through the 

course work and a checklist for completing your assignments.    

Learning Journey 

 

 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/Cohort_45_Toronto
http://s3.amazonaws.com/hsd.herokuapp.com/contents/389/original/HSDI_Praxis_Guide.Final.04JAN17.pdf?1484494000
http://s3.amazonaws.com/hsd.herokuapp.com/contents/390/original/16._intellectual_prop_policy.rev.Aug2012.pdf?1484494312
http://s3.amazonaws.com/hsd.herokuapp.com/contents/390/original/16._intellectual_prop_policy.rev.Aug2012.pdf?1484494312
mailto:info@hsdinstitute.org
http://s3.amazonaws.com/hsd.herokuapp.com/contents/380/original/HSDP_Confidentiality_Agreement._22DEC16.pdf?1482423574
http://s3.amazonaws.com/hsd.herokuapp.com/contents/380/original/HSDP_Confidentiality_Agreement._22DEC16.pdf?1482423574
http://s3.amazonaws.com/hsd.herokuapp.com/contents/294/original/Simple_Rules_and_Online_Forum_Engagement.23JUN16.pdf?1468241655
http://s3.amazonaws.com/hsd.herokuapp.com/contents/294/original/Simple_Rules_and_Online_Forum_Engagement.23JUN16.pdf?1468241655
http://s3.amazonaws.com/hsd.herokuapp.com/contents/381/original/Learning_Journey.19DEC16.pdf?1482425788
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Foundations 

Unit 
Concepts and Questions Resources 

The resources and 

materials here offer 

you the opportunity to 

dive more deeply into 

the HSD field of study. 

The readings are a 

required part of the 

course and will 

contribute a great deal 

to the overall 

understanding and 

HSD-based discourse 

of the certification 

process.  

Pattern Logic 

► CDE 

► CAS 

► Constraints 

► Patterns 

Adaptive Action  

Inquiry 

 

In human systems, how can you build your capacity to 

► Sense the tension that emerges in a system as it 

deals with difference? 

► Understand the source of that tension and its 

impact across the system? 

► Take powerful, focused action to shift the tension 

into powerful patterns of resilience and coherence 

that are fit for functioning in the greater whole? 

The Altered Reality of HSD and  

PowerPoint 

Adaptive Action: Leveraging 

Uncertainty in Your Organization 

Simple Rules: Radical Inquiry into 

Self 

HSD Paradigm Shift 

Competencies for New 

Organizational Practice 

Check out other resources on our  

HSD Institute Website 

HSDP Learning Units: Preparations 

(1), Foundations (1), Adaptive 

Action Experiments (1), Topical 

(5) 

Complete your Praxis Plan 

 

http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/through-the-looking-glass-the-altered-reality-of-hsd.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/assets/documents/Looking_Glass_LVW_02Apr15.pdf
http://s3.amazonaws.com/hsd.herokuapp.com/contents/313/original/HSDP_Paradigm_Shift.23JUN16.pdf?1469053781
http://s3.amazonaws.com/hsd.herokuapp.com/contents/312/original/Competencies_for_New_Organizational_Practice.15JUN16.pdf?1469053588
http://s3.amazonaws.com/hsd.herokuapp.com/contents/312/original/Competencies_for_New_Organizational_Practice.15JUN16.pdf?1469053588
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/
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Adaptive Action 

Experiments 

Unit 

Questions Resources 

 

The only way to build 

your praxis in HSD is 

by “doing” HSD. You 

take action to see, 

understand, and 

influence your systems 

using Pattern Logic, 

Adaptive Action, and 

Inquiry.  

You are asked to 

complete 4 cycles of 

Adaptive Action on a 

sticky issue.  

 

In your own human systems, how can you build your 

capacity to; 

►  Apply HSD concepts, models, and methods in 

your own sticky issues? 

► Define options for action that allow you to move 

forward in the face of the intractable issues you 

face? 

► Determine the impact of your actions on the 

conditions that shape the patterns in your 

systems? 

Adaptive Action Guide  

Adaptive Action Rubric  

Simple Rules and Adaptive Action 

Experiments  

Adaptive Action Experiment 

Report 

  

http://s3.amazonaws.com/hsd.herokuapp.com/contents/383/original/AdaptiveAction_Guide.23DEC16.pdf?1482530354
http://s3.amazonaws.com/hsd.herokuapp.com/contents/301/original/Adaptive_Action_Experimant_Rubric.21JUN16.pdf?1468244585
http://s3.amazonaws.com/hsd.herokuapp.com/contents/303/original/Simple_Rules_and_AA_Experiment.23JUN16.pdf?1468244618
http://s3.amazonaws.com/hsd.herokuapp.com/contents/303/original/Simple_Rules_and_AA_Experiment.23JUN16.pdf?1468244618
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Issue:  

Lead in  

Complexity 

Questions Resources 

 

Leading in complexity 

is about the ability to:  

► See the environment 

with clarity and 

minimal bias 

► Create patterns and 

make meaning, even 

in the most chaotic 

contexts 

► Seize the freedom 

and power to take a 

“next wise action”  

► Test and learn in the 

next cycle of 

observation, 

understanding, and 

action 

It is about focusing on 

what is “out there,” 

learning from the past, 

making decisions today 

to deal with turbulence 

and diversity of the 

future. 

 

How can you take a leadership 

role, regardless of your 

position in a complex adaptive 

system to: 

► Use Pattern Logic and 

Adaptive Action to build 

resilience and coherence in 

the face of uncertainty and 

complexity? 

► Set conditions for employees 

and colleagues to contribute 

to the success and 

sustainability of the system? 

► Behave in ethical and 

unbiased ways in the 

complexity of their 

landscape? 

► Build networks and coalitions 

to carry out the work of their 

system? 

Models and Methods 

► Interdependent Pairs  

► Landscape Diagram 

Guides 

► Leadership as Fit: A Tool to Assess Leadership 

Capacity 

► Ethics in HSD: Guide to Action  

Articles/Chapters 

► Generation Flux 

► Beyond Capitalism: A New Game 

LVWs 

► Act at the Edge: Lead in Complexity 

► Leadership for the 22nd Century: Taking Action Today 

► Accountability: Deliver Unexpected Value 

Blogs 

► Simple Rules for Organizational Conflict Resolution 

► Leading in Complexity 

► Power 

► Top Five Management Myths 

► Busting Silos: Adaptive Action and Network 

Exploration 

Video:  

► Adaptive Action: Deal with the Mess 

 

 

http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/interdependent-pairs.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/interdependent-pairs.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/landscape-diagram.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/leadership-as-fit-a-tool-to-assess-leadership-capacity.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/leadership-as-fit-a-tool-to-assess-leadership-capacity.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/ethics-in-hsd.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/generation-flux.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/generation-flux.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/beyond-capitalism-a-new-game.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/act-at-the-edge-lead-in-complexity.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/act-at-the-edge-lead-in-complexity.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/leadership-for-the-nd-century-taking-action-today.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/leadership-for-the-nd-century-taking-action-today.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/accountability-deliver-unexpected-value.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/simple-rules-for-organizational-conflict-resolution-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/leading-in-complexity-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/leading-in-complexity-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/power-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/power-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/top-five-management-myths-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/top-five-management-myths-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/busting-silos-adaptive-action-and-network-exploration-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/busting-silos-adaptive-action-and-network-exploration-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/adaptive-action-deal-with-the-mess.html
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Issue:  

Build Adaptive 

Capacity 

Questions Resources 

 

Adaptive Capacity is 

the critical attribute for 

individuals, teams, 

organizations, and 

communities dealing 

with the uncertainty 

and emergence of 

complex systems. 

Survival in those 

systems requires you 

to  

► See the world 

around you  

► Understand your 

world in ways that 

inform wise action 

► Take action to build 

resilience and fitness  

 

Whatever the scale, how can 

you use Pattern Logic and 

Adaptive Action to: 

► Leverage uncertainty toward 

productive and sustainable 

action? 

► Understand, navigate, and 

engage difference across the 

system? 

► Establish and build 

coherence across a diverse 

and growing system? 

► Understand change in a 

CAS? 

 

Models and Methods 

► Finite and Infinite Games 

► Simple Rules 

► Radical Inquiry 

Guides 

► Questions in Uncertainty 

► Pattern Spotters 

Articles/Chapters 

► Newton’s Dog 

► CDE Configurations 

LVWs 

► Nothing is Intractable: Weaving Patterns of Possibility 

► Adaptive Action Comes Home: Integrating Emotional 

Knowing 

► Resilience: Adapt, Redesign, Implement 

Blogs 

► Small is Powerful 

► Change the World: Consider Your Questions 

► Simple Rules Self-Assessment 

► Be-It List: Build and Assess Patterns of Personal 

Change 

► Patterns for Consciousness 

Video:  

► Creative CityMaking and HSD 

 

http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/finite-infinite-games.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/finite-infinite-games.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/simple-rules.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/simple-rules.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/radical-inquiry.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/questions-in-uncertainty.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/questions-in-uncertainty.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/pattern-spotters.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/newtons-dog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/newtons-dog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/cde-configurations.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/nothing-is-intractable-weaving-patterns-of-possibility.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/nothing-is-intractable-weaving-patterns-of-possibility.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/adaptive-action-comes-home-integrating-emotional-knowing.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/adaptive-action-comes-home-integrating-emotional-knowing.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/resilience-adapt-redesign-implement.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/Small-is-Powerful.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/Small-is-Powerful.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/resource-listing.html?system=&challenge=&query=Change+the+World%3A+Consider+Your+Questions
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/resource-listing.html?system=&challenge=&query=Change+the+World%3A+Consider+Your+Questions
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/simple-rules-self-assessment-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/be-it-list-build-and-assess-patterns-of-personal-change-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/be-it-list-build-and-assess-patterns-of-personal-change-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/patterns-for-consciousness-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/creative-city-making-and-hsd.html
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Issue:  

Plan in  

Uncertainty 

Questions Resources 

 

Planning in today’s 

landscape requires that 

we consider the unique 

nature of any situation  

► What particular 

conditions exist 

currently in the 

system? Or do we 

know? 

► What patterns do we 

want? 

► Are we planning for 

the near or far 

horizon? Do we need 

short cycles of 

adaptation or long 

paths of shifting 

change? 

 

How can you plan for a future 

you can neither predict nor 

control, even as you: 

► Account for the immediate, 

the urgent, and the 

emergent? 

► Understand the dynamical 

nature of your complex 

system? 

► Work inside already-

established boundaries and 

expectations to bring about 

change? 

 

Models and Methods 

► Architectural Model 

► Strategic Adaptive Action 

Guides 

► Innovation and Replication: You Choose 

► Strategic Adaptive Action Planning (EMA) 

Articles/Chapters 

► Adaptive Action Planning 

► Evaluating Performance in a CAS 

LVWs 

► Your Unfolding Future: Plan in Uncertainty 

► Moving Forward in Complexity: Strategy for the 21st 

Century 

► Planning When You Can’t: Understanding Three Types 

of Change 

Blogs 

► Resisting the Rush to Now What? 

► Finding a Way Forward 

► Are You Dealing with a Problem or a Pattern? 

► Seeing a Continuum of Possibility 

► Planning for Complexity 

Video: 

► Unstuck! 

 

http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/architectural-model.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/architectural-model.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/strategic-adaptive-action.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/innovation-replication.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/innovation-replication.html
http://s3.amazonaws.com/hsd.herokuapp.com/contents/385/original/Strategic_AA_Planning.ema.23DEC16.pdf?1482556472
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/adaptive-action-planning.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/adaptive-action-planning.html
http://s3.amazonaws.com/hsd.herokuapp.com/contents/391/original/5.2.3.9_LIBRARY_Evaluating_Performance_in_a_CAS._Eoyang_Berkas._1998._r..._FINAL.pdf?1484495334
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/lvw_PlanInUncertainty_3NOV16.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/lvw_PlanInUncertainty_3NOV16.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/moving-forward-in-complexity-strategy-for-the-st-century.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/moving-forward-in-complexity-strategy-for-the-st-century.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/planning-when-you-cant-understanding-three-types-of-change.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/planning-when-you-cant-understanding-three-types-of-change.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/resisting-the-rush-to-now-what-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/resisting-the-rush-to-now-what-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/Finding_a_Way_Forward.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/Finding_a_Way_Forward.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/are-you-dealing-with-a-problem-or-a-pattern-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/are-you-dealing-with-a-problem-or-a-pattern-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/seeing-a-continuum-of-possibility-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/seeing-a-continuum-of-possibility-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/planning-for-complexity-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/unstuck.html
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Issue:  

Manage  

Strategic Change 

Questions Resources 

 

In today’s world 

“managing change” 

requires that you 

engage with change as 

it happens, influencing 

it toward patterns of an 

intended strategy. You 

must  

► See patterns as they 

emerge in real time 

► Understand those 

patterns in useful 

ways 

► Take action to 

influence change 

even as it is 

happening 

 

Given the expectations and 

experiences of the past, how 

can you manage strategic 

change to ensure: 

► You and others understand 

how change occurs in a CAS? 

► Strategies allow for 

coherence and flexibility? 

► Ideas are disseminated 

effectively across the 

system? 

► People organize in flexible 

and connected ways to make 

progress on strategies? 

► People engage in change 

efforts in focused and 

coherent ways? 

 

 

Models and Methods 

► 3 Kinds of Change 

► Four Truths 

Guides 

► What’s Magic About the Magic 21? 

► Perspectives on Facilitation 

Articles/Chapters 

► Changing Change Consulting 

► HSD Theory of Change 

► Organizational DNA 

LVWs 

► Organizing for Work: CAANs and Project Management 

for the Future 

► Training ROI: Putting Theory into Practice 

► Entrepreneurship: Play the Infinite Game 

Blogs 

► Understand Resistance 

► Building Capacity, Not Competencies 

► People Who Drive Change Have No Clue How It 

Happens 

► Agile: What? Why? How? 

► Pattern-Based Communication Planning in Complex 

Systems 

Video 

► Four Truths Video 

http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/three-kinds-of-change.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/three-kinds-of-change.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/four-truths.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/magic-21.html
http://s3.amazonaws.com/hsd.herokuapp.com/contents/392/original/Perspectives_On_Facilitation.28DEC16.pdf?1484495644
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/changing-change-consulting.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/changing-change-consulting.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/hsd-theory-of-change.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/hsd-theory-of-change.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/organizational-dna.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/organizing-for-work.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/organizing-for-work.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/training-roi-putting-theory-into-practice.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/training-roi-putting-theory-into-practice.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/entrepreneurship-play-the-infinite-game.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/understand-resistance-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/understand-resistance-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/building-capacity-not-competencies.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/building-capacity-not-competencies.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/people-who-drive-change-have-no-clue-how-it-happens-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/people-who-drive-change-have-no-clue-how-it-happens-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/agile-what-why-how-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/agile-what-why-how-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/pattern-based-communication-planning-in-complex-systems-blog.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/four-truths-video.html
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Issue:  

Collaborate 

to Create Community 

Questions Resources 

 

Strong collaborations 

require that people 

attend to the 

conditions they 

establish to accomplish 

the work they come 

together to do. They 

need:  

► Clear boundaries or 

“curbs” that shape 

or contain their work 

► Significant 

differences that 

bring energy into the 

engagement 

► Useful ways to 

engage together to 

co-create their work 

 

How can Pattern Logic inform 

efforts toward collaboration to 

ensure:  

► People come together in 

generative discourse and 

engagement? 

► Coherence across a diverse 

community? 

► Groups self-regulate to 

ensure resilience and 

coherence? 

► There is a balance between 

individualism and 

commitment to the greater 

whole across the system? 

 

 

Models and Methods 

► Generative Engagement 

► STAR Diagram    

Guides 

► Characteristics of Coherence: Dynamics of High 

Performance 

► Be A STAR 

Articles/Chapters 

► HSD and Teams 

► Collaborative Adaptive Action Networks 

LVWs 

► Peace is a Pattern 

► Working together: Setting the Conditions for 

Collaboration 

► Patterns of Learning and Engagement 

Blogs 

► Network Mapping for Leveraging Influence 

► How Not to Be a Victim 

► Trade Offs 

► Public Discourse: The Intractable Problem Belongs to 

All of Us 

► Patterns of Collaboration 

Video 

► Peace is a Pattern 

 

http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/generative-engagement.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/generative-engagement.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/star-diagram.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/characteristics-coherence.html
http://www.hsdinstitute.org/resources/be-a-star-assess-improve-effectiveness.html
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